
Phonics
Spring 1 Week 2



Overview
Lesson 1- ai ay

Lesson 2- oi oy

Lesson 3- ow ou

Lesson 4 - Handwriting

Lesson 5 - high frequency words



Lesson 1
ai ay



Phase 3 Flashcards with Mr. Wood

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1xjUjFIVr1Wl5ILeVBtCbCYcFJZPeOC7e/preview


The rain is falling in Spain

What is our sound? ai



Can we think of any words with ai?





Can you think of another way to make the ai 
sound?

Listen to the sentence

You may play in the hay



ay



Let's think about ai/ay words we know
do you notice a pattern?



What do you notice? Where is the ai sound?

rain
snail
brain
paint

The ai sound is 
in the middle 
of the word



What do you notice? Where is the ay sound?

play
hay
tray
clay

The ay sound 
is at the end 
of the word







Watch this video to help you know when to use 
the ai/ay sounds

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGrIyCT7nK0


Lesson 2
oi oy



There is soil on the coin

What is our sound? oi



Can we think of any words with oi?





Can you think of another way to make the oi 
sound?

Listen to the sentence

The happy boy has lots of toys



oy
It is an alternative spelling for oi
     
      oi                             oy 
     coin                          boy



Let's think about oi/oy words we know
do you notice a pattern?

oi oy



What do you notice? Where is the oi sound?

coin
soil
foil
point

The oi sound is 
in the middle 
of the word



What do you notice? Where is the oy sound?

toy
boy
joy
cowboy

The oy sound 
is at the end 
of the word

Watch out for words 
that might have a tail 
on the end like toys



Let’s soundtalk some of our oy words

toy

boy

cowboy

joy



Now practice writing these words.

Challenge: can you write them in a sentence?



Lesson 3
ow ou



The cow is brown

What is our sound? ow



Can we think of any words with ow?



How many sounds are in these words?

clown

flower

cow

owl

howl



Can you think of another way to make the ow 
sound?

Listen to the sentence

The mouse heard a sound outside



ou
It is an alternative spelling for oi
     
      ow                             ou 
     cow                            out



Let's think about oi/oy words we know
do you notice a pattern?

ow ou



Let’s soundtalk some of our ou words

sound count

proud
shout

sprout



Now practice writing these words.

Challenge: can you write them in a sentence?



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-6i0INcX40


Lesson 4
handwriting



Can you remember what sound 
these digraphs make?



Use the handwriting sheet to practice writing these words. 



Lesson 5
High frequency words



Here are some golden words from last week. 
Can you remember how to read them?

pullfriend

ourfull



Here are our new golden words. 

school where



Let’s practice writing our new words. 

school where



pullfriend

ourfull

school where

Can you write 
all the golden 
words in one 
minute? 

Maybe you 
can write the 
words more 
than once!



Can you use the golden words to fill in the gaps?

school where
I like going to _________.

_______ did you put the football?

Can you think of any other sentences that use 
these golden words?


